
Trust Evo Wireless keyboard & mouse - 
Black US
Wireless keyboard and mouse with silent keys, for quiet typing and clicking

Article number: 21383 
Barcode: 8713439213836 
GTIN: 08713439213836 

Core content

Brand Trust

Product type Wireless keyboard & mouse

Colour Black

Keyboard layout QWERTY

Keyboard country code US

Key features - MOUSE - Comfortable wireless mouse with advanced silent keys* - Advanced optical sensor for accurate 

control - Ergonomically shaped thumb rest for comfortable grip - 4 Thumb buttons: Windows start menu, Zoom 

in/out & Browser back/next - Rubber coated surface for a soft touch feeling - Mouse speed selectable in 3 steps 

(800/1200/1600 dpi) - Battery status & mouse speed LED indicators - Smooth, low-friction gliding pads - On-off 

button - 10m wireless range - *Applies to left and right button - KEYBOARD - Compact and flat wireless 

keyboard with silent keys - Low profile keys with a soft and quiet key stroke for comfortable typing - 8 special 

function keys to control volume, start search and more - Foldable feet to change typing angle - Rubber pads to 

assure stable keyboard position - 10m wireless range

Package contents - Wireless keyboard - Wireless mouse - Micro USB receiver - 2x AAA batteries (keyboard) - 2x AA battery 

(mouse) - User guide

System requirements - Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista - USB port
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Extended retailer text Enjoy peace and quiet, for yourself and those surrounding you. Whether it is at home or in the office, with the Evo 

Silent wireless set you will not be distracted by clicking or typing sounds.

Comfortably silent

Comfortably work or study for hours with the Trust Evo wireless set. The Trust Evo mouse combines comfort and 

design. The mouse smoothly fits your hand and the sides are rubber coated. Thanks to this, it ensures maximum 

grip and an optimal, long lasting comfort.

Easily adjust the typing angle by folding the feet of the keyboard, to ensure optimal typing comfort. The rubber 

pads on the bottom of the keyboard assure a stable position on your desk.

Adjustable DPI

Easily adjust the DPI of the mouse by pressing the DPI button. (800/1200/1600). An indicator on the mouse will 

show you which DPI setting is selected.

Plug & Play wireless receiver

Want to use the Trust Evo set? Simply plug the micro USB receiver into an USB port and you can start using it. 

The receiver allows the Evo set to work wirelessly within a range of 10 meters. When you are finished using the 

Evo set you can easily store the receiver in the product or simply leave the receiver in your laptop/pc. Thanks to 

the battery status indicators, you will know when it is time to change the batteries.

Extra buttons

The Evo mouse and keyboard offer you some extra buttons that can come in handy any time. The mouse has four 

thumb buttons which allow you to open the Windows start menu, zoom in or out and go to a previous or next web 

page in your browser. Allowing you easy access without moving your mouse!

The keyboard has eight special function keys that allow you to adjust volume, start a search, go to your homepage 

and open your email with just one click of a button.

 

Specifications

Compatible Device Types pc laptop

Compatible Software Platforms Chrome OS MacOS Windows
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